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Dear Readers,
We would like to present you with our !rst 
WordPress issue! As promised, you will 
!nd tutorials varying on di"erent levels of 
complexity and a wide range of topics.

With a strong following worldwide, WordPress 
has become one of the most popular content 
managements systems (CMS) used for web 
development. Its popularity continues to grow as the 
!exibility and dynamics of the platform are being 
pushed further everyday. Without further adieu, here 
it is  a brand new SDJ issue!

We’ve started a partnership with some of the best 
developers in the industry who are willing to share 
their knowledge and practical skills with you. Some 
of them will contribute to our magazine on a regular 
basis, so we would be very thankful for any feedback.

What’s inside? Jeremy Holcombe and Lynda Gilmore 
explain the very basics of building a WordPress site, 
while Jim Gallaher shares secrets of Self Hosted 
WordPress and Gary Glasscock tells how to create a 
Simple Responsive Website.

You’ll also "nd Je#rey Zinn’s great networking 
concepts, clearly expressed in the article ‘How To 
Speed Up Your WordPress Website‘, Tish Briseno’s 
tricks in ‘How to Enhance your Website with Plugins 
& Widgets’, and Brett Widmann’s article covering the 
basics of keeping WordPress secure from getting 
hacked.

Don’t forget to look through our unique +EXTRA 
articles. Dr. Yildirim Kocdag presents his ‘Beyond 
Mobile Gestures‘ and Kevin Donnigan shares some 
news about ‘Mobile Navigation: User Friendly 
Techniques For Small Devices’. Futhermore, Matthew 
Ruppert’s new input about ‘Mistakes’ and a special 
gift – additional ebook devoted to author’s WordPress 
instructions.

Enjoy your reading!

Anna !akomy

& SDJ Team
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A Brief History of The Web 
(Very Brief)
Not long ago I cam across an article about “The World’s First Website.” 
Without going into any debate about what exactly that means, or 
whether or not British physicist Tim Berners-Lee can be fully credited 
for inventing the World Wide Web at CERN in 1989, this much is true: 
The early days of the World Wide Web were, well, how should I put 
this? A bit static. 

By static I mean a couple of things. There was a palpable 
excitement about it. The !rst time I ever viewed a website it was on a 
text-only browser called Lynx. The content was dynamic only insofar 
as it had been created at some point and uploaded to a web sever. 
I didn’t realize that what I was viewing was being fed to my VAX/
VMS terminal window was being served by something called web 
server, or that the web server was very likely CERN httpd. I didn’t 
mind that the pages didn’t change from day-to-day. Nor did I mind 
that the websites weren’t pretty. For the time being, I was su"ciently 
fascinated by the endless links from topic to topic.
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The First Web Page at CERN

In retrospect, those early days of the World Wide Web moved by 
pretty quick. Soon we had things like Slipknot, Mozilla, and Netscape 
(or should I say Netscape Navigator?), to display web pages in 
increasingly !ashy ways. Soon it seemed everyone had a website—
and most of those websites were, well, awful. Using free hosing sites 
like Tripod, Angel"re, Earthlink, and The Globe. With anyone and 
everyone creating websites, we became accustomed to an overload 
of wasted web space. Remember the centered !ashing red text? 
Remember the slow-loading GIFs? Remember the obligatory under 
construction images? YUCK!

Blogging became a trend around 2002, and it wasn’t long before 
multitudes of what amounted to online journals full of amateur 
political commentary or teen angst exploded. With the advent of 
Twitter and Facebook, those who desired little more than public 
announcement of personal opinions found more ‘appropriate’ 
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outlets. Blogging survived, still survives (thrives, even), but only the 
best blogs receive signi!cant tra"c. WordPress and Blogger were 
two of the early blogging tools. Blogger, purchased by Google, has 
#oundered. Sites created by Blogger stand out like a broken URL. 
WordPress, on the other hand, has grown and adapted. These days it 
is unfair to call WordPress a blogging tool. It can be just that, but its 
much more. It’s a full functioning content management system. It’s 
an expandable, customizable, scalable foundation upon which a vast 
range of websites are built.

Here’s the bad news: The bad sites are still out there, and more 
of them are being created every day. The good news? The WWW 
audience has become more shrewd, with higher expectations of 
appearance and content. The even better news? WordPress makes 
it easy to create a foundation upon which those with something to 
share can do so in a way that contributes and does not detract.

WordPress From Scratch
About a week ago I got a call from a friend of mine who is looking to 
create a website for his small business. This friend is a small business 
owner—a contractor who worked on upgrades and additions to 
homes. “Archie,” I said, “the best way to go about this is to let me set 
up a WordPress site for you. Once it’s set up, I think you’ll !nd it is 
extremely easy for you to maintain yourself.”

“Isn’t WordPress for blogging?” he asked.
It used to be it. It certainly still is. However, WordPress has evolved 

tremendously from its initial release in 2003. With thousands of 
templates, plugins, and easy customizability, WordPress has become 
one of the single best ways for businesses, small to large, to host their 
web presence. Don’t think of WordPress as a blogging tool. Think of 
it, instead, as a powerful website creation tool, with powerful CMS, 
administration, feedback, sharing, and expansion capabilities.

So while WordPress has become a robust, powerful solution 
for websites of all kinds (see the WordPress showcase at http://
wordpress.org/showcase/ to see a surprising and eclectic range of 
sites using WordPress), it remains a powerful blogging tool as well. 
Sure, some out there may suggest “blogging is soooo 2006,” but 

http://wordpress.org/showcase/
http://wordpress.org/showcase/
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as for me, I remain an avid blogger and blog reader. The change 
in blogging over the years, with the growth of Facebook, Twitter 
and Google+, has been a good one. Those who created a blog 
simply as a way of keeping in touch with family or talking about 
themselves have found a voice in a more appropriate forum. Many 
of the remaining, most popular blogs, are those with original and 
interesting content.  If I may editorialize for a moment, I suggest that 
before you start blogging, and even if you are continuing a history 
of blogging, strive to create content. Anyone can post links. A great 
blogger contributes!

What I personally love about Wordpress is this: It passes both the 
mom test and the uber-geek test. By mom test, I mean this: Could my 
mom use it? Yes (sorry mom!). By uber-geek test, I mean that it is open 
and con!gurable enough that even the most demanding power user 
will !nd satisfaction in the level of control granted by WordPress.

Due to its popularity, a key advantage is that the plugin architecture 
continues to grow. And with templates that are highly customizable, 
most of them free, it is indeed very easy for non-techies to administer 
their own sites. That said, for a self-hosted WordPress site, there is a 
bit of technical expertise required to get things up and running. With 
many providers, perhaps most, o"ering WordPress hosting, setup of 
a custom installation can be as easy as a few clicks. And for those 
running their own servers, given the knowledge required to do such 
a thing, installation of WordPress will seem quite simple.

It is necessary to clarify some terms here. WordPress is software. 
That is, WordPress, used generically, refers to all of the server-side 
PHP implementation that creates the functionality for management 
of all the blog/site settings, from posts to pages to plugins to 
settings.  WordPress itself is not an ISP or hosting solution of any 
kind. WordPress is all the “stu"” that organizes and present content. 

WordPress is developed by Automattic, Inc., a web development 
company that provides a number of other services, most of which 
tie-in nicely with it’s #agship product. It is released under the GNU 
General Public License, meaning that all the code behind it is open 
source, and can be contributed to by anyone (anyone with the 
necessary skills, that is). One of the most popular blogging/CMS/
website creation tools around, it is capable of handling very large 
amounts of data. It scales well enough for a small blog to a large 
news site. 
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WordPress.com vs. WordPress.org
When it comes to starting a WordPress site, there are two major 
options to consider: self-hosting or wordpress.com hosting. Each 
has its bene!ts and drawbacks, but self-hosting (either on your own 
server or through a hosting provider) provides the greatest amount 
of freedom. How to approach hosting is a question only you can 
answer. It’s all a matter of cost, freedom of control, and technical 
ability/con!dence.

Wordpress.com hosting may be a good option for many, but it is 
with limitations. In the case of a wordpress.com hosted site, available 
themes, plugins, and customizations are limited. A user cannot 
implement or install custom plugins, and tailoring is limited to that 
which is provided by WordPress.com. Still, it can be a great option 
for a number of reasons. First and foremost: It’s free! This means 
that some users will see ads on your page (free isn’t always free). 

WordPress.com
WordPress.org
wordpress.com
Wordpress.com
wordpress.com
WordPress.com
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It’s simple and easy, and one need not pay for additional hosting. If 
you’re willing to spend a few bucks, there are custom themes, fonts, 
colors, and domain name customization. WordPress.com hosting is 
easy, fast, stable, and secure. You’ll never have to concern yourself 
with backups or scramble if your site gets hacked. All such security 
and damage control is handled by WordPress.com.

As a true business front or for hosting a personal site wherein one 
desires great customization, the limitations are likely more than such 
a customer desires. For this article, I am focusing on the setup of a 
self-hosted wordpress.com site. 

Before continuing, note that there have been many updates to 
WordPress since it’s initial release in 2003. For this article, WordPress 
3.5+ is discussed. 

Design
Web pages and style preferences are similar in many ways to fashion 
trends—What is considered sleek looking now will be considered 
dull (or downright ugly) in a year or two. 

If you’re setting up a website for a customer, this is easily overcome 
by simple switching of templates. New templates are always being 
created, and people spend many hours tailoring and testing them. 
Any web designer who has struggled with CSS and worked long 
hours to make sure a site renders correctly across multiple platforms 
and browsers will understand just how tedious this can be.

Because WordPress is so widely used, there is no shortage of new, 
trendy looking templates to choose from. Sure, you can spend hours 
upon hours creating your own (and some people, myself included, 
consider this fun), but starting with a great theme and customizing 
it a little here and a little there is a much safer, more timesaving 
approach. 

Even for those who prefer to work start from scratch, there are a 
number of barebones templates available, created with the intent of 
laying out the basics (including speci!c WordPress hooks and tags). 
For the brave, those who prefer to go it alone and create something, 
I most de!nitely recommend starting from a barebones template.

Back to the shortcomings of a WordPress.com hosted site: With 
limited con!gurability and a limited number of template to choose 
from, your ability to create something entirely unique is very 
much limited. Some of the templates (many of the best ones) cost 
(anywhere from $50-120 per year), as does CSS, font, and color 
con!gurability.  So if you do go the WordPress.com hosted route, be 
aware that viewers will likely stumble upon other WordPress.com 
sites that appear similar to your own. 

WordPress.com
WordPress.com
wordpress.com
WordPress.com
WordPress.com
WordPress.com
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That said, since it’s free, it may not be a bad idea to get started 
and to understand WordPress is to set up a test blog for free at 
WordPress.com (assuming you have no prior experience with 
WordPress). If you do this, please be a good web citizen: Creation of a 
WordPress.com site ties up a name (e.g. flimflam.wordpress.com) that 
someone else may actually want to use. So be sure to remove the 
site and the blog so that others are not blocked from using it. It is 
frustrating when attempting to use a domain name or a blog name 
that is tied up by an unused or temporary site.

To sum up what I’ve stated above, there are really three options: 

WordPress.com hosting
A paid hosting provider
Self-hosting (Your own IP Address, server, domain name, 
installation, and con!guration of both WordPress and the 
server.)

Hosting Providers
WordPress.org presents a few options to users in need of hosting. (For 
more details see http://wordpress.org/hosting/). For further details 
on the di"erences between WordPress.com and WordPress.org, see 
http://en.support.wordpress.com/com-vs-org/. 

The remainder of this article is about setting up a self-hosted 
WordPress site.  After setting up a WordPress self-hosted site, the 
most obvious immediate di"erence will be the appearance of the 
left-menu. Menu options for Upgrades, Ratings, Polls, and certain 
plugins will not be immediately available in the WordPress.org (self-
hosted) dashboard.

Before Starting
If installing WordPress on a Windows server, there will be a few 
additional requirements, including installation and con!guration 
of Apache, MySQL, and PHP.  With so many di"ering server 
environments, from Mac to Windows to all of the various Linux 
distributions, environment needs are con!gured. The most simple 
installations will require some knowledge of hosting environments 
(assuming you intend on fully hosting yourself ), including 
con!guration of PHP, MySQL, and Apache. In a self-hosted setup, 
you will want to be well aware of security considerations. The overall 
con!guration of Apache Web Server is beyond the scope of this 
article. Although I will touch on a few points, if self-hosting (not 
using a subscription hosting provider), take note that experience in 
web con!guration and security is necessary.

WordPress.com
WordPress.com
flimflam.wordpress.com
WordPress.com
WordPress.org
http://wordpress.org/hosting
WordPress.com
WordPress.org
http://en.support.wordpress.com/com
WordPress.org
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Although any web server that supports MySQL and PHP will work, 
WordPress recommends either Apache (as do I) or Nginx.

Minimal WordPress installation requirements are:

HP 5.2.4 or greater 
MySQL 5.0 or greater 
The mod_rewrite Apache module

In this article I will assume Apache HTTP Server is used (as is 
commonly the case).

PHP
WordPress and it’s plugins are written in PHP. If you are a software 
developer, it is likely that you have at least some knowledge what 
PHP is.  In case you do not, PHP is simply an interpreted scripting 
language used in many LAMP systems. LAMP is an acronym for 
common web applications that use Linux, Apache HTTP Server, 
MySQL database (although PostgreSQL is also commonly used), and 
PHP, Perl, or Python for backend serviced and rendering HTML. By 
this de!nition, WordPress is a LAMP application.

De!nition 

LAMP is a combination of free, open source software. The acronym LAMP refers to the !rst letters 
of Linux (operating system), Apache HTTP Server, MySQL (database software), and PHP, Perl or 
Python, principal components to build a viable general purpose web server.

Wikipedia.org, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LAMP_(software_bundle)

While it is not necessary to know PHP, you will likely see some 
PHP code here and there. This is particularly true if you venture 
into editing the appearance of your theme beyond simple CSS 
modi!cations, modify, or write a plugin. Syntactically, PHP may 
seem foreign to those without prior experience, but it not a di"cult 
language for a programmer to understand.

Wikipedia.org
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LAMP_
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JavaScript
Modi!cation of self-hosted WordPress.org sites will not require 
an expert level of JavaScript understanding. However, as with 
PHP, a number of bells and whistles can be added with JavaScript. 
(WordPress.com hosted blogs prevent inclusion of JavaScript 
enhancements.) This is another major bene!t of using a hosted 
WordPress.org site (along with the ability to include jQuery or other 
JavaScript libraries).

Graphics
The default WordPress themes generally come with a canned set of 
graphics for use as headers, backgrounds, buttons, and separators. 
While it may be acceptable at !rst to use the default content, with 
so many other sites using similar themes, I encourage you to create, 
minimally, a custom header. Most themes will include a description 
of recommended header dimensions. I generally use Photoshop 
for my needs, but GIMP (“GNU Image Manipulation Program”) 
is a powerful free alternative (www.gimp.org).  Even if you are 
building a site for a customer, you will !nd it necessary to modify 
provided images to the necessary dimensions. As a sidebar, I don’t 
recommend using an image that is too small for a particular area. For 
example, if a recommended header size is 800x600 pixels, a 200x100 
image stretched to !t the area will look awful (not to mention 
unprofessional).

For buttons and headers, when customized, I prefer using the 
PNG format, which provides the compression and clarity of JPG, but 
allows transparent backgrounds.

De!nition

Portable Network Graphics  (PNG) is a  raster graphics  "le format  that supports  lossless 
data compression. PNG was created as an improved, non-patented replacement for  Graphics 
Interchange Format (GIF), and is the most used lossless image compression format on the World 
Wide Web. 

Web Browsers
While modifying your WordPress site, always be sure to verify 

appearances in all of the most popular browsers, not simply 
your personal favorite. As I watch the hit statistics on my blog 
(matthewrupert.net), I’ve noticed a sharp increase in the number 
of users coming from mobile clients and Google Chrome. Perhaps 
because my blog is technical in nature, most readers are using either 
Google Chrome or Firefox. There are surprisingly few using Internet 
Explorer. 

I always test my web pages on Chrome, Firefox, Internet Explorer, 
and Safari. If you do not happen to have a Mac available for testing, 
take comfort in knowing that if your site looks the way you want it 
to in Chrome and Firefox, it will likely render appropriately on Safari. 

WordPress.org
WordPress.com
WordPress.org
www.gimp.org
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Raster_graphics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graphics_file_format
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lossless_data_compression
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lossless_data_compression
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graphics_Interchange_Format
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graphics_Interchange_Format
matthewrupert.net
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Newer WordPress themes have settings for mobile browsers, 
which may be enabled or disabled. I recommend enabling mobile 
rendering whenever possible. Think about your personal website 
reading. I’m willing to bet that you often use Android or iOS on a 
phone or tablet.

Installation

Guided vs. Non-Guided Installation
Assuming your hosting provider does not provide an interface for 
installation (e.g. cPanel), you’ll need to know your way around the 
command line at least a bit. If your hosting provider does provide a 
cPanel interface, or something similar, chances are there is already a 
very easy WordPress installation path. In either case, after WordPress 
is installed, you’ll want to con!gure some things. Installation through 
a hosted interface certainly simpli!es the !rst few steps, and if this 
is your situation, skip ahead. Unless you are installing WordPress on 
your own server, changes are Apache is already installed.

As long as your server has PHP and MySQL installed, the 
platform matters little (although the vast majority of WordPress 
installations are hosted on Linux). Because there are so many 
possible con!gurations and hosting provider setups, there is no 
straightforward answers to some of the questions that may arise. 
Throughout this guide I will attempt to answer those questions as 
much as possible. Be aware that things like PHP installation, MySQL 
installation, database setup, and web server con!guration are highly 
dependent on many variables. 

That said, even if it is necessary to install everything from Apache 
to PHP, a knowledgeable software/administrator will !nd installation 
to be straightforward (although a bit longer than the “famous 5 
minutes” that WordPress advertises—particularly if you are setting 
everything up from scratch). Even the database setup is easy. All 
you need to do as the installer is create an empty database with 
permissions for your WordPress account to access it. For anyone 
with limited operating system and web administration experience, 
I don’t recommend attempting to install “from scratch” without !rst 
learning a few things about web hosting. 

If installing our your own server, there’s no reason you can’t install 
WordPress locally on a laptop if you wish, just to !gure things out 
before attempting a production install.  All the tools needed, MySQL, 
PHP, and Apache, are all capable of running on nearly any OS. This 
isn’t a bad idea, as you may !nd it necessary to tinker for a while 
before attempting to real thing.

Installing Using cPanel/Hosting Provider Services
My hunch is that those with limited technical knowledge are willing 
to pay a hosting provider, and hosting providers generally include 
web interfaces (such as cPanel) that make all of this simple. These 
web-hosting control panels, along with autoinstallers such as 
Softaculous, Fantastico, and Installatron, remove the di"cult 
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parts. Some hosts provide multiple autoinstallers, and these 
programs often include all the database creation steps and domain 
mapping.

The cPanel software package a control panel commonly used by 
hosting providers. This software, and other packages like it, gives 
website owners easy ways to manage their websites and services. 
Installing WordPress, in this case, is very simple, especially is your 
MySQL user database is already con!gured (and it probably is). 
In this case, your host will provide an installation program such as 
Installatron or Softaculous. 

In general, a cPanel installation of WordPress includes the 
following steps:

1. Log in to your cPanel. (this is typically something like 
https://<my-host-provider>/cpanel)

2. Use MySQL Database Wizard (These database steps may not 
be necessary. Your hosting provider may have already created 
your database. All you need to do is provide a WordPress table 
pre!x and database access credentials.)

3. Create a Database: enter the database name and click Next 
Step. 

4. Create Database Users: enter the database username and 
the password. Note that this is the database username and 
password—not the WordPress administrator username and 
password, which will be set up later.

5. Add User to Database: Select All Privileges checkbox before 
moving on to the next step. 

6. Complete the Database Setup: Be sure to take note of the 
database name and user. There is nothing as frustrating as a 
forgotten hostname, username, databasename, or password. 
For this database, hostname will likely be localhost (127.0.0.1), 
as it is accessed by the server locally, not via some external 
path.

To set up the database, the installation process will request an 
administrator username, password and WordPress table pre!xes. 
These table pre!xes are used to distinguish WordPress tables from 
other tables (assuming the user has only one database schema per 
account). 

Other hosting providers may allow for multiple MySQL databases, 
in which case it will be necessary to choose a database as well as 
WordPress table pre!xes. Since there is no single approach among 
the many providers

Installation to Using Existing Database on Hosting Provider
If your hosting provider already provides a MySQL database created 
for each user (as many do), and you are not using a automatic installer 
(such as Softaculus), it is a good idea to check the wp-config.php !le 

wp-config.php
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to gather this information about the WordPress installastion. This 
step is necessary for the MySQL con!guration settings required later. 
There will be a default administatory username and password in the 
wp-confing.php !le, so take note of this information. When you have 
WordPress up and running, one of the !rst things you will want to do 
is change the admin password.

MySQL Installation (Self-Hosting or Hosting Provider without 
MySQL)
First things !rst, MySQL must be installed. MySQL, a popular choice 
of database for use in web applications and LAMP applications (such 
as WordPress, provides a powerful, free (it is open source) database. 
WAMP and MAMP are not unheard of acronyms (Windows, Linux, 
Apache, PHP/Perl and Mac, Linux, Apache, PHP/Perl), and as long as 
the con!guration is correct, WordPress can be served from Windows 
and Mac OSX without issue.

In the unlikely scenario that are not self-hosting and your hosting 
provider does not provide MySQL, it will be necessary to !nd a new 
hosting provider or work with the provider to have MySQL set up for 
your account. If you are self-hosting, and in complete control of your 
server environment, fear not: Installing and con!guring MySQL is 
straightforward.

Installing MySQL, assuming your system does not already 
have it available, can be just a bit confusing, as there are several 
editions to choose from. MySQL Enterprise Edition and MySQL 
Cluster CGE are commercial packages. Although MySQL is open 
source, these particular editions are meant for businesses. They 
cost, and provide much more functionality and support than what 
most WordPress users require.  We want the MySQL Community 
Edition (licensed under GPL). This can be downloaded from 
http://dev.mysql.com/downloads. Here you’ll see a number of other 
MySQL tools that are also available for free under the GPL, but for 
now, all that is really necessary is MySQL Community Server. 

MySQL can be extracted from a tar !le (on all operating systems) 
or as a native installer (on some operating systems). When possible, a 
native installer is the simplest approach.

Note: With MySQL now being “owned” and hosted by Oracle, it is 
necessary to create an account to download even the free edition. If 
downloading directly from MySQL/Oracle, the downloaded !le is a zip 
or a tar.gz !le. This means that installation will include expanding the 
contents in a desired location. For those on non-Linux systems without 
package management utilities such as yum and apt-get, installers and/
or tar bundles are available at http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/mysql.

Only once instance of MySQL server is required, as multiple 
WordPress sites can utilize schemas on the same MySQL database. 
The only requirement here is that each WordPress site has unique 
table pre!xes to distinguish the MySQL database table names of each 
installation of WordPress. This is very easy to do—In fact, WordPress 
installation prompts for a database table extension during setup. 

wp-confing.php
http://dev.mysql.com/downloads
tar.gz
http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/mysql
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Most hosting providers provide a single database instance for their 
customers, and this is not a problem whatsoever for hosting multiple 
WordPress sites. In fact, a number of di!erent applications may 
use that database. Not to worry! WordPress will know which tables 
belong to it.

RedHat/Fedora
With RedLinux (RedHat Enterprise, Fedora, CentOS), installation is as 
easy as using the yum installer:

VXGR�\XP�LQVWDOO�P\VTO�VHUYHU�P\VTO

If you are a RedHat user, chances are you’re already quite familiar 
with yum. Yum is the RedHat software package manager, used for 
installation and updates (as well as removal) of packages on all 
RPM-based systems.  The nice thing about installing via yum is that 
all dependences can easily be included in a single command.  The 
entirety of WordPress cannot be installed via yum, but php, MySql, 
and Apache HTTP can be installed with the single line:

\XP�LQVWDOO�P\VTO�VHUYHU�SKS�KWWSG

Ubuntu
Ready for this? You’re gonna like this! Everything you need to do to 
install WordPress on Ubuntu is as follows:

sudo apt-get install wordpress
sudo ln -s /usr/share/wordpress /var/www/wordpress
sudo apt-get install mysql-server
sudo bash /usr/share/doc/wordpress/examples/setup-mysql -n 

wordpress localhost
sudo /etc/init.d/apache2 restart

The second line above simply creates a symbolic link from /var/www/
wordpress (the place Apache serves "les from) to the WordPress 
installed path. In the third step, while installing MySQL, you’ll be 
prompted for an administrator/root password. Enter one, and don’t 
forget it!

The “setup-mysql” step creates the necessary MySQL WordPress 
tables (and similar steps can be taken on other platforms). 

Ready for this? Open up a browser and navigate to sudo bash /usr/
share/doc/wordpress/examples/setup-mysql -n wordpress localhost 

Voila! Boom goes the dynamite!  There you have it! There on that 
page you see a form with some things that need to be entered 
before your WordPress site is actually a real site, but for all intents and 
purposes, the heavy lifting is done. To be clear, this isn’t what one 
might consider a complete installation. In this example WordPress 
is running as root, and therefore not servable to the outside world.  
There are a number of Apache owner and group con"guration steps 
required here that, while not overly complex, run beyond the scope 
of this article.

init.d/apache
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Microsoft Windows
A MySQL Installer for Windows (MSI) can be found at http://dev.mysql.
com/downloads/installer.

Mac OS
MySQL provides a native dmg installer for Mac OS. See the MySQL 
downloads page.

Other Operating Systems

If using an OS for which there is no native MySQL installer available, 
it will be necessary to download and extract the MySQL application 
from a tar.gz !le. 

Now that MySQL has been installed, we won’t worry about it for a 
bit (ore on this later). The next step is putting the WordPress core !les 
in place.

SSH/Command Line
While the installation tools provide the capability of installation 
without ever touching the command line, those installing on their 
own servers, or using a server with SSH available, will !nd that 
knowledge of using the command line is necessary.

FTP Client
WordPress settings can usually be modi!ed using the existing 
administrator pages. Even custom themes can be uploaded 
directly through the user interface. If you prefer to modify the 
!les directly (rather than making changes locally, uploading, 
and testing), a good FTP client might speed the process. See 
http://codex.wordpress.org/FTP_Clients. 

http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/installer
http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/installer
tar.gz
http://codex.wordpress.org/FTP_Clients
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Downloading Wordpress 
Manually
The current version of WordPress (3.5.2 at the time of this article) 
can be downloaded from http://wordpress.org/download/ as a .tar.gz 
or .zip !le. WordPress touts a an easy “5-minute installation,” and, 
assuming other requirements are already set up (hosting with MySQL 
available), this really is the case. There are ways to run WordPress 
with other databases, but MySQL is the standard. If the previous 
steps (using apt-get, yum, or another platform speci!c installer are 
not satisfactory), manual download and extraction is easy enough.

1. Download and Extract WordPress
The !rst step is to download WordPress. Assuming you’re 
working in a Linux environment (or on a Mac), grab the 
.tar.gz !le. A .zip !le is also available. Obviously you can grab 
it through your favorite web browser, but since we’re going to 
be working at the command line anyway, it’s just as easy to use 
curl or wget to retrieve the latest WordPress build. Fortunately, 
the folks have 

WordPress have made this very simple. Prior to downloading, 
go ahead and change to the directory in which you wish to 
install WordPress. 

Depending on your Apache con!guration (see 
DocumentRoot in httpd.conf), this location will vary. In most 
Linux distributions it is /var/www (but don’t assume this).

Depending on your particular installation, and assuming this 
is a server that you have some degree of control over, the path 
to install depends a lot on personal preference. Do you plan on 
hosting only this WordPress site? If so, you may want to install 
directly in the Apache DocumentRoot. 

Chances are, however, that you want to install WordPress in a 
subdirectory. I recommend using a subdirectory, as it is much 
easier to con!gure Apache to point to another path than it is to 
move WordPress after it has been installed. This is certainly true 
if you have existing web content at the root level. 

Should you attempt to put WordPress’s index.php and the 
same directory level of an existing index.php, chances are the 
results won’t be your desired goal. If what you have at that 

http://wordpress.org/download
tar.gz
tar.gz
httpd.conf
index.php
index.php
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level is old content that you wish to get rid of, remove it !rst. 
If you instead want WordPress to be available at the same 
DocumentRoot (both the existing index.html and WordPress’s 
index.php), you’ll need to make a decision now about what you 
want available and how you want it to be accessed. It could be 
that Apache !rst reads PHP !les when searching for an index. 
In this case, when a client hits http://<my-url> , your WordPress 
will be displayed. This would require clients wishing to hit the 
old index.html to explicitly enter http://my-url/index.html in the 
browser. This is not a recommend approach. Instead consider 
installing WordPress in a subdirectory (e.g., /var/www/html/
wp). By installing in this manner, users (as well as site links 
from whatever your existing content is) can access your 
WordPress site in a consistent, expected way. This also enables 
better domain and subdomain mapping within your Apache 
con!guration.

So here are my initial steps:

FG��YDU�ZZZ�KWPO�
VXGR�PNGLU�ZS
VXGR�ZJHW�KWWS���ZRUGSUHVV�RUJ�ODWHVW�WDU�J]
or
VXGR�FXUO��2�KWWS���ZRUGSUHVV�RUJ�ODWHVW�WDU�J]

(For the sake of this article, I am skipping over explanation of sudo 
and other Unix commands. If you are uncomfortable with the above, 
and attempting to install WordPress on your own server, it is highly 
recommended that you !rst understand the basics.)

2. Set permissions
The typical Apache installation is set up with User and Group 
Apache. Other systems may use www or _www. If unsure, just 
check the httpd.conf !le and search for the User and Group 
settings:

� 8VHU�$SDFKH
� *URXS�$SDFKH

In the previous step, while extracting the .tar.gz !le, the 
WordPress directory, and all the !les within were extract with 
the current user’s Group and current user as the the owner. 
This needs to be corrected for Apache. The Group and Owner. 
To change this to something that Apache has the correct read/
write permissions, we simply need to change the Group and 
Owner. To do so recursively:

� FG��YDU�ZZZ�KWPO
� FKRZQ�±5�DSDFKH�DSDFKH�ZS

index.html
index.php
index.html
http://my-url/index.html
http://wordpress.org/latest.tar.gz
http://wordpress.org/latest.tar.gz
httpd.conf
tar.gz
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The above command changes the owner and group of each of the 
!les and subdirectories in the wp directory to apache:apache. It may 
be possible to run WordPress without setting these permissions, but 
it is proper and most secure to have the correct Apache owner and 
group settings so that we need not worry about access permissions.

In the above steps, I assumed WordPress would be installed in the 
webroot in a /wp subdirectory. This may or may not be what you 
wish to do. WordPress can be placed in a subdirectory of wwwroot, 
in which case default user access is:

 http://<url>/wp/

DNS mapping, virtual hosts, or Apache redirects can always be used 
to redirect from http://<url>/wp to http://<url>. This is my preferred 
approach, as it o"ers greater #exibility as a web administrator later. 
You may wish to con!gure a subdomain by way of Apache so that 
your WordPress site is accessed like so:

 http://<my-site-name>.<my-domain-name>

Plugins will be addressed later, but it is worth noting here that 
there is a great plugin available for mapping various categories, 
post types, and pages to di"erent subdomains: WP Subdomains: 
http://wordpress.org/plugins/wp-subdomains-revisited/

WordPress Installation
Now that WordPress has been extracted into your Apache served 
directory, you may be able to perform a quick test to see that the 
server is working by viewing http://localhost/wp in a browser. Here 
you’ll see a list of the installed WordPress !les (assuming Apache 
is con!gured to allow viewing of a directory index through mod_
autoindex). The missing link here is the URL redirect and/or the 
document root for Apache. To be clear, this won’t be the case if you 
did the more simple cPanel or easy installation steps including the 
con!guration of MySQL using /usr/share/doc/wordpress/examples/
setup-mysql -n wordpress localhost.

If, however, MySQL and/or PHP have yet to be con!gured, the 
following steps are necessary.

DocumentRoot, the Apache httpd.conf con!guration setting is set 
by default in many Apache installations to be the root of your user 
web part (for example, /var/www or /user/var/www, or something 
similar). With full control of Apache, there are several approaches 
that can be taken to site redirection. If you intend only to serve your 
WordPress site, DocumentRoot can point to /var/www (for example). 
A more #exible solution is to utilize DNS redirects or VirtualHosts 
so that you are not limited to only hosting a single site. This is all a 
matter of Apache con!guration, the details of which go well beyond 
the scope of this article. 

http://wordpress.org/plugins/wp
http://localhost/wp
httpd.conf
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At the root level of the served WordPress path (the DocumentRoot 
or the path that is redirected to when your domain is accessed), an 
index.php !le appears (this already exists in the /wp directory that 
was created during WordPress extraction). This is the php !le that 
redirects to the WordPress site. It is necessary that your web server 
is properly con!gured to automatically read index.php !les upon 
access, and that no other index !les compete with it (i.e., there 
should be only one index !le at the DocumentRoot).

The contents of this !le are as follows:

�"SKS
/**
��)URQW�WR�WKH�:RUG3UHVV�DSSOLFDWLRQ��7KLV�¿OH�
GRHVQ¶W�GR�DQ\WKLQJ��EXW�ORDGV
��ZS�EORJ�KHDGHU�SKS�ZKLFK�GRHV�DQG�WHOOV�
:RUG3UHVV�WR�ORDG�WKH�WKHPH�
 *
��#SDFNDJH�:RUG3UHVV
 */

/**
��7HOOV�:RUG3UHVV�WR�ORDG�WKH�:RUG3UHVV�WKHPH�
DQG�RXWSXW�LW�
 *
��#YDU�ERRO
 */
GH¿QH�µ:3B86(B7+(0(6¶��WUXH��

��/RDGV�WKH�:RUG3UHVV�(QYLURQPHQW�DQG�
7HPSODWH��
UHTXLUH�µ��ZS�EORJ�KHDGHU�SKS¶��

2I�FRXUVH��0\64/�KDV�KDV�EHHQ�LQVWDOOHG��VR�
WKHUH�PD\�VWLOO�EH�D�IHZ�FRQ¿JXDWRQ�VWHSV��VR�
\RX¶OO�RQO\�VHH�D�OLVWLQJ�RI�¿OHV��GHSHQGLQJ�RQ�
$SDFKH�FRQ¿JXUDWLRQ��\RX�PD\�JHW�D�)RUELGGHQ�
HUURU���

index.php
index.php
wp-blog-header.php
wp-blog-header.php
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Notice that there are three main directories in the WordPress 
extract: wp-admin, wp-content, and wp-includes. The !les within 
wp-admin and wp-includes are, e"ectively, the core php !les. The 
wp-content directory is where custom !les, themes, plugins, and 
other media are placed. Expect the content of this directory to grow 
as your WordPress site is built and modi!ed. Presentation code, 
that which is presented through the web browser (posts, pages, 
categories, links, comments, etc.), is generated dynamically by PHP 
code, so don’t expect to !nd any html !les in these paths. It is highly 
unlikely that you will need to directly manipulate any of the code in 
these paths. WordPress version updates and all customization is best 
done through the provided WordPress administration screens.

Apache/Web Server Con!guration
Since WordPress is a PHP application, make sure Apache is set up for 
PHP (that is, the Apache PHP module is included and con!gured). 
This should be as simple as going to your Apache con!guration !le 
(httpd.conf) and uncommenting the following line:

/RDG0RGXOH�SKS�BPRGXOH�OLEH[HF�DSDFKH��OLESKS��
so

httpd.conf
libphp5.so
libphp5.so
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In a typical Linux environment. Apache con!guration !les are 
located in /var/conf/httpd of /var/www/conf. This all depends on 
where it was installed. 

For this article, I will assume that you already have a basic 
installation of Apache Web Server complete. Con!guration of 
Apache can be very simple or very complex, and it is a topic too 
large to cover here. In your hosting environment is under your 
control, some Apache con!guration knowledge is required. There is 
no requirement that Apache be used as the web server, but it is the 
most commonly used web server, both for WordPress and most PHP 
applications.

Back at the command line, Apache needs to be restarted for this 
con!guration change (inclusion of the PHP module) to take e"ect.:

VXGR�DSDFKHFWO�UHVWDUW

Next we need to set up MySQL. Most Linux environments 
already have it installed, and again, if you’re dealing with a hosted 
environment, much of this can be skipped. If this is your situation, 
you simply need to create a database to be used for WordPress.

MySQL Database
There are certainly ways that WordPress can be con!gured with 
databases other than MySQL, but such con!gurations are not 
o#cially supported, and may lead to a number of technical gotchas. 
That said, there is really no good reason to attempt a database other 
than MySQL. On the contrary, to do so will cause more problems 
than it is worth. 

Because many hosting providers include WordPress, it con!guring 
the MySQL database may not be necessary. Most hosting providers 
include a pre-con!gured MySQL database for each user, or 
installation scripts that make the process as simple as clicking and 
choosing schema names. If this is your situation, see your hosting 
provider’s help and support pages (generally hosting providers 
provide some sort of control panel page, which may include handy 
services like Softaculous or Installatron).

While not necessary, myPHPAdmin o"ers a simple web-based 
interface for administering a MySQL database. If you prefer to avoid 
the command line for future administration, this may be worth 
looking into. Chances are, if your hosting provider uses guided 
installation programs like those already mentioned, your MySQL 
administration can already by done using myPHPAdmin or a similar 
tool. 

If you have only one database and it is already in use, you can 
install WordPress in it - just make sure to have a distinctive pre!x for 
your tables to avoid over-writing any existing database table. 
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The MySQL installation includes documents, manuals, and detailed 
installation instructions. Start by viewing the README and INSTALL-
BINARY !les in the MySQL path (e.g., /var/local/mysql).

The following steps are necessary to create a speci!c mysql user 
and group.

VKHOO!�JURXSDGG�P\VTO
VKHOO!�XVHUDGG��U��J�P\VTO�P\VTO
VKHOO!�FG��XVU�ORFDO
VKHOO!�WDU�][YI��SDWK�WR�P\VTO�9(56,21�26�WDU�
J]
VKHOO!�OQ��V�IXOO�SDWK�WR�P\VTO�9(56,21�26�
P\VTO
VKHOO!�FG�P\VTO
VKHOO!�FKRZQ��5�P\VTO��
VKHOO!�FKJUS��5�P\VTO��
VKHOO!�VFULSWV�P\VTOBLQVWDOOBGE���XVHU P\VTO
VKHOO!�FKRZQ��5�URRW��
VKHOO!�FKRZQ��5�P\VTO�GDWD
VKHOO!�ELQ�P\VTOGBVDIH���XVHU P\VTO�	
��1H[W�FRPPDQG�LV�RSWLRQDO
VKHOO!�FS�VXSSRUW�¿OHV�P\VTO�VHUYHU��HWF�
LQLW�G�P\VTO�VHUYHU

Note: The above example assumes Linux commands. In a Mac or 
Windows environment, it is best to use the System Preferences/Control 
Panel interfaces to great users and groups.

As with Apache HTTP Server, MySQL administration is a very 
large subject. There are many factors to consider when hosting a 
database with MySQL. For WordPress hosting, all of the heavy lifting 
of database schema creation is handled. All we need to do is create 
the database, user, and permissions. To create all that, we’re going to 
create a separate schema.

To do this, we need to go back into MySQL at the command line 
(MySql must be running, obviously. This setup of this can be done via 
the UI or as is done in the above shell commands, with the line “cp 
support-!les/mysql.server /etc/init.d/mysql.server.” In this case, the 
mysql server must !rst be started. If it is not running, go ahead and 
do /etc/init.d/mysqld start from the command line. You will probably 
want to set MySQL up to run as a default service.

In the following steps we’ll create a schema speci!cally for 
WordPress. We’ll create a database called “wordpress” and a user 
for that database called “wp.” Remember the admin/mysql user 
password that you created previously. Alternatively, “root” can be 
substituted as the username. After this setup, however, there won’t 
be much of a need to use root for WordPress tasks. 

mysql-VERSION-OS.tar.gz
mysql-VERSION-OS.tar.gz
mysql.server
init.d/mysql.server
mysql.server
init.d/mysql.server
init.d/mysqld
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VKHOO!��P\VTO��X�P\VTO�±S
(QWHU�SDVVZRUG��:HOFRPH�WR�WKH�0\64/�PRQLWRU���&RPPDQGV�HQG�ZLWK���RU�
?J��<RXU�0\64/�FRQQHFWLRQ�LG�LV������WR�VHUYHU�YHUVLRQ������������7\SH�
µKHOS�¶�RU�µ?K¶�IRU�KHOS��7\SH�µ?F¶�WR�FOHDU�WKH�EXIIHU���
 
P\VTO!&5($7(�'$7$%$6(�ZRUGSUHVV�

4XHU\�2.����URZ�DIIHFWHG�������VHF����

P\VTO!�*5$17�$//�35,9,/(*(6�21�ZRUGSUHVV��³ZRUGSUHVVXVHUQDPH´#´KRVWQDPH´     
����!,'(17,),('�%<�³SDVVZRUG´��

4XHU\�2.����URZV�DIIHFWHG�������VHF�����

P\VTO!�)/86+�35,9,/(*(6��

4XHU\�2.����URZV�DIIHFWHG�������VHF���

P\VTO!�(;,7�

%\H���

The above steps created the initial MySQL user. These steps did not 
create speci!c WordPress schema. This task is done by the WordPress 
setup.  The beauty of this is that the rest of our setup can be done via 
the browser.

Installing WordPress using cPanel
If your hosting provider provides the cPanel hosting control panel 
(and it is very likely that it does), congratulations! The steps to 
installing WordPress are dramatically simpli!ed.

Often, this database has already been created. Not to worry—
WordPress can use that single database. You will !nd during the 
cPanel WordPress installation that you are prompted to enter a 
WordPress table name pre!x, the default being wp_. WordPress will 
create all the tables it needs within the single database that your 
hosting service has provided.  If this is your situation, the following 
steps can be avoided. If you are unsure, go ahead and attempt the 
database creation steps. At some point it will become clear whether 
or not you can create a new database and if one already exists.

1. Log in to your cPanel user interface.
2. In the Databases section MySQL Database Wizard. Note: 

Some hosting providers allow only one database per user. 
1. Create a Database. You’ll need to choose a database 

name. “WP” works, if you’re not feeling creative. Your 
hosting provider may allow multiple databases. If this is 
the case, others can be created later. For now we are simply 
creating a database for use by WordPress.

2. Create Database Users. 
3. Add User to Database. Select the All Privileges checkbox.
4. Complete. Take note the database name and user—you do 

not want to forget these! At this point, it is wise to record the  
hostname, username, databasename, and the password you 
chose. In general, the hostname is localhost, as this is the host 
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that MySQL connects to, and it is very likely that the database 
that was created is on the same machine. This is not necessarily 
true, so take note.

Permissions correct, database created, admininstrator username 
and password set, we’re ready to get into WordPress and con!gure it.

Now that WordPress, MySQL, PHP, and Apache are installed and 
con!gured, try hitting http://localhost/wordpress again.

http://localhost/wordpress
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Initial WordPress Con!guration

The !rst time WordPress is loaded it will recognize that it has 
not yet been con!gured. In your favorite web browser, go to 
http://localhost/wp (or http://localhost/, depending on where you 
installed). You should see a page like this:

Click on that “Let’s Go” button to get to the following page. This is 
where WordPress prompts for database location. 

http://localhost/wp
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We previously created a database named wordpress, and granted 
all privileges to the user wp. The database host, as far as WordPress is 
concerned, is localhost. It is possible that MySQL is hosted elsewhere, 
but in our case we are hosting our web content, WordPress, and 
database all on the save server. (If localhost does not work for you, 
try 127.0.0.1.)

After submitting these initial details it’s time to login to your 
administrative pages (http://<my-site>/<sub-directory>/wp-admin).
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WordPress Codex
WordPress’s central documentation system, the WordPress Codex 
can be found at http://codex.wordpress.org. If searching for help 
on a WordPress subject, it’s likely that you’ll end up here. The 
documentation and help system found here provides details on 
nearly all of the features, plugins, and customization. The Codex is 
where advanced usage details, for those who wish to dive in and 
take things to another level, are found.

Further WordPress 
Con!guration

We’ve installed WordPress. Piece of cake! But for users accustomed 
to WordPress hosted blogs, it is necessary to highlight some of the 
di!erences. The clean WordPress installation we have just performed 
doesn’t have all the plugins that are immediately available on 
a hosted WordPress site. When using a hosted WordPress site, 
features such as spam block, social network sharing, statistics, and 
subscriptions are already present. For those of us installing WordPress 
from scratch, these plugins need to be installed. Additionally, hosted 
WordPress sites present the user with a set up templates to choose 
from. This may seem handy, but plugins and template availability are 
limited on WordPress.com hosted sites.

Per your web server setup, you blog is available at one of the two 
following addresses:

http(s)://my-blog/
http(s)://my-blog/<sub-path>

And the administration user interface is available at one of the two 
addresses (again, depending on your web server setup):

http(s)://my-blog/wp-admin
http(s)://my-blog/<sub-path>/wp-admin

http://codex.wordpress.org
WordPress.com
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Themes
Appearance ->Themes

Thousands of themes exist, and new ones are being created daily. 
The pimary source of themes (as well as plugins) is the WordPress 
Codex (this is where WordPress locates themes that are displayed 
while browsing within the admin pages). 

Themes are installed and managed in the administration interface 
at Appearance-Themes. There are two tabs available at the top of 
the Themes admin screen: Manage Themes and Install Themes. 
Manage Themes is where you’ll go to view all the themes you’ve 
installed. From this tab you can preview and set themes as active. 
But we’re not ready for this—not yet. 

The second tab, Install Themes, is the !rst step. WordPress 
has shipped with a default theme, but let’s go ahead and select 
something di"erent. 

Selection of a theme for installation is pretty simple. On the Install 
Themes page, you will notice that there are a number of selection 
criteria options to help whittle down the search results when 
browsing a theme. Which criteria you select is largely dependent on 
the objectives and personal preferences you have in mind for your 
site. While theme colors can be selected from here, my suggestion 
is that you don’t !lter by color. Remember, colors can very easily be 
changed. Some of the other features, such as RTL support, number of 
columns, custom menus, and sticky posts are not as easy to modify. 
So choose a theme that, at a high level, meets your basic needs. 

You can also search by keyword here, but you may !nd that this 
limits the results more than you may wish. On the other hand, it might 
be very useful. For example, if this site is intended as a showcase of 
your photography, go ahead and search using the keywoard “photo” 
to see a number of themes that are tailored for just such a thing.
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Below each theme thumbnail there are a few links:

Details: See a description of the theme.
Preview: See an example of what the installed theme might 
look like. This is not an Active Theme. Rather, this link displays a 
sample page (as screen shots) using the theme.
Install Now: This link is displayed if the link has not yet been 
downloaded (“installed”). Download the theme to your 
local themes directory. This makes the theme available for 
activation.
Update: The update link is available only if the theme has 
already been installed and a new version of the theme is 
available. If you update a theme that is currently the active 
theme of your site, the changes will take place immediately. 
Some of these changes may be signi!cant. See the theme 
details or the theme creator’s site for details.
Live Preview: This link is available only if the theme has been 
installed. Clicking opens a preview window showing what your 
site will look like if the theme is activated (extremely useful).
Activate: This link is displayed only after the theme has been 
Installed. This link applies the theme to your pages, posts, and 
overall appearance.
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While there are thousands of themes available for download 
from various locations (some cost, many do not) WordPress has 
made it very easy to !nd almost any them you would ever want by 
hosting many of them. Themes available from WordPress can easily 
be downloaded through the administrator interface. Given the 
volume to choose from make use of the theme search !lters that are 
available:

Search: Search by keyword and feature.
Popular: The link pretty much says it all: The most popular 
themes used. Be aware, sometimes it’s nice to stand out in the 
crowd. 
Trending: Search for themes that are increasing in popularity. 
This is useful because popular themes may be popular only 
because of wide use, and not because they are currently 
among the best available.
Featured: Browse a collection of WordPress selected, quality 
themes.
New and Recently Updated: Browse the most recently created 
and updated themes. Many themes have been around for a 
while, but because of continuous improvements (such as the 
inclusion of responsive design), such themes can still appear 
appealing to a current web audience. 

Should you decided on an initial theme that is not hosted 
by WordPress, it will need to be installed by uploading a 
.zip or .tar.gz theme !le. This is done in the admin UI at 
Appearance->Themes->Install Themes->Upload. To start, let’s just 
choose a theme that is available through WordPress. For those 
wanting to use a theme found elsewhere, this can be done after the 
blog/site is all set up. 

Themes come in many varieties. Some are very basic, others 
extremely complex. Some themes provide a very general look and 
feel, while others are heavily tailored to a speci!c type of website. 
If you’re a photo blogger, small storeowner, contractor, and just a 
simple blogger, start by looking for themes that best !t your desired 
use.

tar.gz
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Before choosing a theme, it might be best to create a few dummy 
posts. This will help as you preview the appearance. While it can be 
fun to browse themes and see what your blog/site will look like, it 
can also be a distraction from completely the setup. Since this site 
is going to be self-hosted, remember that your theme will be fully 
customizable. So choose a theme that is close to what you like for 
now. 

De!nition
 
Installed Theme: A theme that has been downloaded and unpacked in the WordPress wp-

content/themes directory. Most themes include around 20 CSS and PHP !les. 

 (http://wordpress.org/themes/). Installing and setting a theme is a 
two-step process: Installing the theme(s) and activating a theme.

De!nition 

Active Theme: A theme that has been downloaded and unpacked in the WordPress wp-
content/themes directory and is selected as the current active theme.

The !rst step is installing a theme. Note that an Installed Theme is 
not necessarily an active theme. The process of installing a theme in 
WordPress sets that theme as one that is available to your website. 
Only after a theme has been installed can it be viewed (Active 
Preview) or set as the active theme. While browsing themes to install, 
you can view the current version, community rating, and details. 
Some themes have great details highlighting theme features and 
purpose. Other themes are a little light on the details, so it may be 
necessary to install them theme and take a look.

Installed themes appear in the wp-content/themes. After installing 
a few, take a look there to see what has changed. You may see 
something like this:

http://wordpress.org/themes
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twentythirteen
WZHQW\WZHOYH
my-custom-theme
�YDU�ZZZ�ZS�ZS�FRQWHQW�WKHPHV��

Looking more closely (cd into a theme directory), see the !les that 
are installed for the theme:

/css IXQFWLRQV�SKS
�ODQJXDJHV IRRWHU�SKS
�MV HGLWRU�VW\OH�FVV
/inc HGLWRU�VW\OH�UWO�FVV
WDJ�SKS FRQWHQW�SKS
VW\OH�FVV FRQWHQW�VWDWXV�SKS
VLQJOH�SKS FRQWHQW�TXRWH�SKS
VLGHEDU�SKS FRQWHQW�SDJH�SKS
VLGHEDU�IURQW�SKS FRQWHQW�QRQH�SKS
VHDUFK�SKS FRQWHQW�OLQN�SKS
VFUHHQVKRW�SQJ FRQWHQW�LPDJH�SKS
UWO�FVV FRQWHQW�DVLGH�SKS
SDJH�SKS FRPPHQWV�SKS
SDJH�WHPSODWHV FDWHJRU\�SKS
LQGH[�SKS DXWKRU�SKS
LPDJH�SKS DUFKLYH�SKS
KHDGHU�SKS ����SKS

An experienced web developer may surmise (correctly) that the 
above !les contain Multilanguage support, JavaScript, stylesheets 
and PHP speci!c to both end user/viewer experience as well as 
administrative pages. A theme may include certain bells and whistles 
that extend the administrator’s ability to modify certain elements.

 While browsing themes to install, you will notice a Preview link 
for each one. This preview will not show you what your site will look 
like with the theme (not exactly). This is simply a link to a sample of 
the theme. Before viewing an Active Preview, the theme must be 
installed.

De!nition

Active Preview: A preview window which is shows the blog/site with using an installed theme, 
pulling all posts, settings, and active plugins so as to display the appearance should the user activate 
the theme.

functions.php
footer.php
editor-style.css
editor-style-rtl.css
tag.php
content.php
style.css
content-status.php
single.php
content-quote.php
sidebar.php
content-page.php
sidebar-front.php
content-none.php
search.php
content-link.php
screenshot.png
content-image.php
rtl.css
content-aside.php
page.php
comments.php
category.php
index.php
author.php
image.php
archive.php
header.php
404.php
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Responsive Themes

You will likely notice a number of themes that describe themselves 
as @media “responsive.” Essentially, this just means that the theme 
uses CSS3 media queries to adjust the layout, size, and/or orientation 
of page for best display on a particular device (including hardcopy 
print, tablets, smartphones and, naturally, plain old computer 
screens). Many responsive themes include hideaway sidebars and/or 
horizontally scrollable content. 

For some interesting details on the history behind responsive 
designs, see (http://www.alistapart.com/articles/responsive-web-
design).

http://www.alistapart.com/articles/responsive
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Importing an Existing Blog

Tools->Import

Import functionality is available as a plugin, but I mention it here 
because it may be an important early step of your con!guration.

In the likely case that your new self-hosted WordPress site is intended 
to replace an existing blog, WordPress o!ers an import feature that 
works very well. For details on all of the various import possibilities, 
see http://codex.wordpress.org/Importing_Content. 

As might be expected, importing from an existing WordPress site 
to a self-hosted site is the most straightforward process. This is often 
done when users import from a WordPress.com hosted site to a self-
hosted WordPress site.  In most scenarios, the import process is as 
follows:

1. Log into your old blog as administrator. 
2. Export the blog. If your previous blog allows export as XML, 

you will want to do so. 
3. Log into your new hosted WordPress site.
4. Navigate to Manage->Import in admin panels. 
5. Choose the appropriate Import type the list. From here, you 

will be prompted to install the importer plugin for the type of 
site you are importing from. Install the plugin (click the Install 
Now button).

6. Upon successful installation of the plugin, you will see 
two links, Activate Plugin & Run Importer, and Return to 
Importers. Assuming you are now ready to import, click the 
Activate Plugin & Run Importer link.

7. In the "nal step, decisions will have to be made regarding the 
type of import. If importing from an existing WordPress site, 
the XML "le created in step 2 must be selected and imported. 
For other blogs the import process may use the blog’s RSS feed 
to auto generate posts on your new site.

8. In some import types, you may be prompted to map authors 
and categories. 

http://codex.wordpress.org/Importing_Content
WordPress.com
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If importing from a non-WordPress site, there is likely to be some 
cleanup work required following the process. Depending on the 
type of site that is being imported from, the WordPress import plugin 
may not recognize authors, categories, tags, dates, or comments. 
Be aware that, while the WordPress import scripts often do import 
comments, in some cases it is not possible. Comments on old posts 
may not be imported to the new site during this process—it all 
depends on the import type.

Plugins 
Plugins->Installed Plugins
Plugins->Add New
Plugins->Edit

As with themes, plugins are available directly through WordPress 
or via third party downloads. Always beware the source of a 
download, as, albeit uncommon, a plugin from an unknown provider 
could introduce a virus. Many plugins can be installed, but no plugin 
does anything until activated on the activation and con!guration is 
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completed within the Plugins administration page. There are certain 
plugins that you may !nd absolutely critical to have. These include 
plugins for post editing, SEO statistics, social network sharing, and 
creating short links to posts. Others may add a certain amount of 
whiz-bang "are to your site.

De!nition 
Search engine optimization (SEO) is the process of improving the visibility of a website or 

a web page  in a search engine’s “natural” or un-paid (“organic”) search results. In general, the 
earlier (or higher ranked on the search results page), and more frequently a site appears in 
the search results list, the more visitors it will receive from the search engine’s users. SEO may 
target di"erent kinds of search, including  image search,  local search,  video search,  academic 
search,[1] news search and industry-speci#c vertical search engines.

Wikipedia.org, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Search_engine_optimization

Plugins are PHP extensions to existing WordPress features. From 
appearance improvements to SEO statistics to social networking, 
there are plugins for nearly everything imaginable. This is a very 
good thing… While you may be an experienced PHP developer, it 
is unlikely that you will !nd yourself needing to develop a custom 
plugin. There are plugins that are nice to have, and there are plugins 
that are necessary. With thousands available, I’ll cover only a few 
of the most popular ones here. A plugin can be downloaded to 
your local computer from anywhere, and then uploaded to your 
WordPress site, but it is certainly much easier to 

Step One: Locating a Plugin
WordPress provides a wealth of plugins, including many created 
by WordPress, and many more from 3rd party individuals and 
companies. Beware—A plugin may advertise itself as being free, but 
once installed, you may !nd that some of them push you to purchase 
additional features. I !nd that it is easier to remove that plugin and 
search for another option, with a few caveats (read on).

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Website
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_page
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Search_engine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organic_search
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Search_engine_results_page
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_search
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Local_search_(Internet)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Video_search
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Academic_databases_and_search_engines
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Academic_databases_and_search_engines
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vertical_search
Wikipedia.org
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Search_engine_optimization
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Behind the scenes, the plugin installation process is straightforward. 
Plugin !les (PHP) are placed in the WordPress plugin directory (/
wp-content/plugins). This directory is maintained by WordPress, so 
there is no need to maintain it outside of the admin pages. Plugins 
are packaged as .zip !les. When a plugin is installed, the content is 
extracted into the /plugins directory.

If you are running on a server that does not have an FTP host 
installed, it will be necessary to download the plugin to a local 
path and then extract it to wp/wp-content/plugins. A much easier 
approach is to simply run an FTP server locally. This is because 
WordPress uses FTP or SFTP to transfer the plugin. 

To start FTP on MacOS: 
sudo -s launchctl load -w /System/Library/LaunchDaemons/

ftp.plist
To start FTP on Linux: 

� �VELQ�VHUYLFH�YVIWSG�VWDUW

Step 2a: Adding a Plugin Through WordPress’s Provided List
To install a plug-in, choose Plugins->Add New, which takes you to 
the Install Plugins page. You’ll see !ve links at the top of the page 
that let you decide how to !nd the plug-in you want. Plugin’s, unlike 
themes, do not provide active or inactive previews, so read all the 
details and understand what you are getting before you install. 
The plugin installation is pretty quick, but you will not notice any 
di"erences until the plugin is activated. 

Step 2b: Adding a Third-Party or Custom Plugin by Upload
Once installed, a plugin still needs to be activated before it does 
anything, and plugins are easily uninstalled. In general, it is unlikely 
that you will damage your site by installing a plugin, but this is not 
always the case. Certain plugins permanently change database 
values For example, there are some that change URLs to posts, 
shortening them. Such plugins may be highly useful, but take heed: 
One such a plugin is installed it cannot be removed without breaking 
your site. 

Step 3: Activating a Plugin
Activating a plugin is really a two-step process. Although many 

plugins require no customization, others do. Sometimes the 
con!guration steps are clear. If they are not, try the plugin developer 
page for more details.

ftp.plist
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Installation of a plugin is similar to installation of a template in 
that it is a (simple) two-step process. The !rst step is uploading the 
template (which can be done through the WordPress administration 
interface). The second step is activating and con!guring the 
template (some templates require no particular con!guration, but 
many do). Some templates add entirely new links of the left side of 
the administration page. These are very convenient in many cases, 
know that your administrative experience may vary—it all depends 
on the plugin, and it might not be immediately clear where the 
changes took place. The best plugins provide details on such usage.

Plugins are not always consistent with regard to their setting 
modi!cations. Some templates, for example those that enhance 
post creation and editing features, are found in Posts section of the 
Administration pages. Others are seen in Appearance/Widgets. 

Important Plugins
Believe it or not, WordPress does not come with built-in search 
functionality (the same goes for custom links and permalinks). There 
exists a plethora of search plugins (many of them in the form of 
widgets) the allow you to place a search box on the side of posts, 
pages or both. Whatever the nature of your site, it is generally good 
to provide readers with the ability to search content. Find a plugin 
that allows you to limit search criteria. You may not want the search 
plugin to search comments or certain pages (or posts beyond a 
certain date). 

Important Plugins: Links

Links->All Links
Links->Add New
Links->Link Categories

The link features are not a part of the default WordPress.org 
installation. For those familiar with WordPress.com hosting, this is 
one of many di"erences in the basic setup. The o#cial WordPress 
plugin for creating and managing links is Links Manager (see 
http://wordpress.org/plugins/link-manager/). 

WordPress.org
WordPress.com
http://wordpress.org/plugins/link
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For a blogger, community site, or even a business site, it’s always 
good to share links to friends, organizations of common interests, and 
partner. WordPress allows the creation of custom links, customizable 
by category. This isn’t just a way to be a good web citizen—it may 
also help to drive tra!c to your site.

Additionally, creative use of links can be used to link to content 
within your own site categories, and included as menus on a page or 
sidebar as a widget. Other link plugins include menu, category, tag 
and social media sharing plugins. Such plugins can make your site 
easy to navigate for a user and easily indexed by search engines.

Important Plugins: Fighting Spam
It may seem odd that the subject of spam appears in the plugins 
section, but plugins are the best way to battle the problem.

It’s inevitable: If you open your site up to comments, you will 
get spam. There are ways to battle this, the simplest of which is by 
con"guring your site to limit comments only to logged in users 
(those with WordPress accounts). This is limiting if you wish to allow 
for anyone to comment, and it doesn’t ensure that the logged in user 
isn’t a spammer. 

You can also lock comments down so that they do not appear until 
you have approved them. Comments are “held for moderation.” This 
is certainly something worth considering if you run a business. The 
options here are self-explanatory.

Comment settings can be con"gured at Settings->Discussion 
settings.
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To automate much of the pain associated with spam prevention, 
the most popular plugin is Aksimet:

While this plug requires a certain amount of con!guration, 
including registration Aksimet (you will need to create an Aksimet 
key), its e"ectiveness against spam is highly e"ective. For personal 
use an Aksimet key is free, and for business use the cost is minimal, 
and well worth it if you wish to prevent potentially embarrassing or 
unprofessional spam from appearing on your site.

Permalinks

Settings->Permalinks

Without permalinks, you’ll notice that page and post URLs contain 
GET data on the address line. For example, your very !rst post may 
look like this:

http://localhost/?p=1

There are other permalink plugin options, but the most common 
one (and the o#cial WordPress plugin) is Permalink Editor (see 
http://wordpress.org/plugins/permalink-editor/). 

http://wordpress.org/plugins/permalink
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After installing the permalink plugin, activated it at 
Plugins->Permalink Editor. The change won’t be immediate obvious, 
as it must !rst be con!gured at Settings->Permalinks. This plugin 
is self-explanatory, with a number of permalink options being 
presented (see below).
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My personal preference is to use the simple Post Name option. 
Combined with the option Category and Tag base names, each post 
and page can be assigned a unique pathname, generally one that is 
short enough to easily share. For a blog, you may wish to consider 
including months and or days in the post URLs.

Don’t Overdo It With Plugins
As great as plugins can be, there are downsides to consider. The 
more plugins you have, the more risk you introduce for collision of 
features and need to maintenance and con!guration, so consider the 
necessity of any plugin prior to installing it.  Di"erent plugins may 
work in slightly di"erent ways, sometimes with overlapping features. 
For example, there are multiple plugins that provide social network 
sharing features. One plugin may provide features for sharing to 
Reddit, Facebook, and LinkedIn. Another may provide sharing to 
Reddit, Facebook, LinkedIn, Digg, Google+, and Email. If you install 
and activate both, the resulting user experience will be clumsy. 

Test 
Certain plugins can cause slight load delays, whether those 
plugins impact end-viewer experience, or your own administrative 
experience. As someone who has tinkered with a number of plugins, 
I have found more than a few that made with the admin pages, 
reader pages, or both, painfully slow. Sometimes this problem is 
made evident by user reviews. Other times, you’ll have to discover 
this on your own. Always test response times, appearance, and 
function after installing a plugin. A plugin may result in some 
unexpected change. Therefore, while it may be tempting to install 
a bunch of great looking plugins all at once, it is good practice to 
install and con!gure one plugin at a time. 

Impact on Load Times
I’ve personally been frustrated by plugins that advertise themselves 
as being free, only to !nd that, upon installation, they provide 
limited functionality and continuously prompt for purchase of the 
full version. Unless necessary, I tend to avoid such plugins.

Plugins can be written by anyone, so be cautious to install plugins 
from trusted sources. Read the plugin reviews and be careful to avoid 
any (or understand the risks) that may include security holes. 

Finally, pay attention to the plugin activity, how widely it is used, 
whether or not it is maintained, and the age of the plugin. Some 
plugins can be rendered obsolete by newer versions of WordPress or 
newer plugins.
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The Content: Posts and Pages
Setup is never really complete. Like the landscaping at a park, people 
expect new and ever-changing scenery. 

This isn’t to say that you’re not ready to begin with content 
creation. Rather, a site that doesn’t morph and change over time 
is, well… boring. Keep this in mind while as time passes by. New 
content—regular content—is a fair expectation of a reader. Even if 
your WordPress site is a semi-static business or informational page, 
pages that do not change over time begin to seem dull. Go ahead 
and try a new theme from time to time. Change your colors, logos, 
and arrangement. Dynamic content and new scenery are the things 
that keep visitors coming. 

That said, dynamic content is why we’re here in the !rst place. An 
unchanging set of web pages is created easily enough with HTML, 
CSS, and a few JavaScript goodies. With WordPress (as with any 
dynamic CMS, wiki, or blogging tool), the purpose is to promote and 
simplify ongoing dynamic content. 

Even many businesses have embraced the idea of blogging—
even if the regular posts are not speci!cally called blogs. Take 
a look at some of the biggies: ibm.com, redhat.com, ge.com, 
exxonmobil.com, lilly.com. Think of any company—large, successful 
company, and go to their website. What you’ll !nd is not simply a 
website. It is more of an experience for the view--an opportunity 
to see what is new and interesting for the business in question. 
Typically, there on the !rst page you’ll !nd information on careers, 
news, events, and conferences. It’s what we’ve come to expect. See 
https://wordpress.org/showcase for an impressive list of WordPress 
powered sites.

With Posts and Pages,  on the right side of the screen you will 
see a Publish section with a few options, including Save Draft and 
Publish. As a general rule, it’s a good idea to Save Draft frequently 
while editing. This will save a draft of your post or page without 
publishing to the live website. As stable as WordPress is, we’ve all 
been frustrated by network connection losses, browser problems, 
and other applications when something unexpected happens and 
our work is lost. 

ibm.com
redhat.com
ge.com
exxonmobil.com
lilly.com
https://wordpress.org/showcase
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Posts
Posts are the things that we think of when it comes to blogging. 
With WordPress, posts can be categorized, tagged, and formatted in 
di!erent ways.  

Post Format
Those already familiar with WordPress.com will know that various 
post formats are available:

Standard
Aside
Image
Video
Quote
Link
Audio
Gallery

These post formats allow various templates to modify the layout 
of a post depending on the format type. For example, and Aside 
Format post may appear with smaller texts, or o! to one side. This 
all depends on the template that has been chosen. I typically select 
Standard for all of my posts, and rely on WordPress shortcodes 
and post editing, as I don’t wish to have post appearances change 
profoundly when I choose a new template. This isn’t to say that 
post formats should be avoided, but whether or not they meet your 
needs is subjective.

Pages
A key element separating WordPress from other traditional blogging 
tools is the ability to create pages that are not blog posts. These 
pages are still read from the database and read dynamically, but they 
can be displayed as separate entities—without a blog-like post date 
and time. It is perfectly reasonable, and common, to create an entire 
WordPress site without any blog posts.

Shortcodes
Shortcodes are WordPress tags that allow speci"c content to be 
embedded in a post. Like codes in a markup languages, shortcodes 
are replaced with dynamic content at presentation time. When using 
WYSIWYG editing mode, the fact that a shortcode is being used 
behind the scenes will not be obvious. 

WordPress.com
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Shordcodes appear in square brackets ([ ]). There are many already 
included with WordPress and many plugins that add new ones or 
expand on existing. 

A few shortcodes include:
�� >JDOOHU\@�±�Displays an image gallery in a post or page
�� >VOLGHVKRZ@ – Embed a of photos within a post or page
�� >RI¿FH@ Embed a document Microsoft O!ce Live document
�� >WZLWWHU�WLPHOLQH@ - Embed a Twitter timeline

The list of available shortcodes is extensive and ever changing. 
Details can be found at http://en.support.wordpress.com/shortcodes/.

Tags
Admin Sidebar->Tags

Tags are di"erent things than categories. Thing of Twitter hashtags—a 
set of short, preferably one word descriptions of a post –words that 
give a reader a quick view of the subject matter of a post. Tags can 
be especially handy for helping others to search for and #nd tops. A 
key di"erence between tags and categories is this: Tags are freeform 
words, created at post-time,, that label content in an informal, non-
hierarchical manner. Along with a Tag Cloud plugin, regular use of 
tags can give a convenient visual of common site subject matter.

Categories
Posts->Categories

Post Categories  (not to be confused with Link categories) may not 
always be necessary, but as a general rule, it is a good idea to create 
categories into which posts (and pages) can be organized. WordPress 
categories can be organized in a hierarchy, and this is a useful way to 
organize the appearance of menus (primary, secondary). WordPress 
is set up by default to categories posts as uncategorized. While 
categories are not critical, I will say that leaving all posts in this 
default category give the appearance of an un#nished website. By 
default, Pages are not categorized. However, there are plugins that 
allow this.

You do not necessarily need to determine all of your categories or 
the hierarchy of categories immediately. I’ve added and rearranged 
categories long after a site has been created. A great thing about 
WordPress is that the category organization isn’t set in stone. For 
example, if you have two categories to begin with, say Operating 
Systems and Linux, and each was initially created at the same level, 
if at some point you decided to move Linux underneath Operating 
Systems (making Operating Systems the parent category of Linux), 
no links will break. If later still you decided to add a subcategory 
Windows to the Operating Systems parent, and RedHat, Ubuntu, 
and CentOS has subcategories of Linux, it is easy to do. Keep in 
mind, however, that addition of new categories may prompt you go 
to back to old posts and re-categorize.

Creation of categories can also be done at post or page creation 
time. There have been a number of times when I’ve written a post, 
and, unsatis#ed with my existing categories, I created one while 
editing the post. On the right side of the post editing window you 

http://en.support.wordpress.com/shortcodes
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will see your existing categories (there are two tabs in the Categories 
section: All and Most Used). At the bottom of the categories section 
is a link: Add New Category. Don’t worry—clicking this link will 
not take you away from your post. It is handled right there on the 
same screen, without a page reload. Likewise, any Category can be 
removed at a later time. Doing so will not remove a post that is tied 
to the category—the category will simply be removed.

There are a number of considerations when creating categories, 
including hierarchy, volume of posts, posts per category, and so on. 
In previous example, if you believe that you may have just a few posts 
in the CentOS subcategory, perhaps it should instead by labeled 
Others. And if you do use a hierarchy, think about what makes sense. 
It may not be clear to a user that some OS related posts is in a sub-
category while others appear only in the parent category. Again, as 
with most of this, it is subjective and depends on your needs and 
the expectations of your readers. In any case, choose categories and 
category relationships that distribute your posts in a sensible way.

Reader View of Categories
Categories are visible to the user in a number of ways (all 
con!gurable). A sidebar widget and/or category display with each 
page or post can be presented. The Categories widget, when added 
to a sidebar or embedded in a page, does not automatically display 
categories in a hierarchy.  While editing widgets, you can check or 
uncheck whether or not you wish for them to be displayed as a 
hierarchy (Appearance->Widgets).

Comments
There’s a certain thrill when a new comment arrives on a blog 
post. It means that someone has been reading, and that someone 
felt compelled to follow up. Unfortunately, it could also mean 
that someone is trolling or spamming your site. Comments can 
be disabled, but in general, I recommend opening up posts for 
comments.  It creates a much more interesting user experience. This 
may make it necessary to lock comments down to only registered 
users, or setting comments up so that they must be approved (by 
you) prior to display. A much easier approach is to use a plugin that 
guards against spam (such as Akismet, which is discussed later).

Rating
Post Ratings is another feature that users with previous WordPress.com 
experience may be surprised not to !nd by default on a custom 
WordPress.org site.  There are a number of Post Rating plugins/widgets 
available. While it can be fun to see ratings on a post, sometimes 
there is little point to making such a feature available. Once again, 
this is a matter that depends on the purpose of your site. For a new 
site, or a blog with a number of subjects that invite user feedback, 
ratings cam be appropriate. For a business blog, ratings are likely 
something to avoid. (See http://wordpress.org/plugins/rating-widget/ 
for an example of a Rating Widget.) The same could be said of other 
plugins, such as Polls and Like on Facebook enabling widgets.

That’s That!

WordPress.com
WordPress.org
http://wordpress.org/plugins/rating
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I’ve touched on a range of subjects here, from the basic details of 
installation, to con!guration and plugins. WordPress has become 
a very mature solution over the course of ten years, and as such, 
there is much to learn about all the various features. It is possible to 
expand on each subject here, and the possibilities for customization 
are endless. For non-technical users, including small business 
owners who cannot a"ord to hire a web developer, WordPress makes 
creation of a professional website attainable. For the most talented 
web developers, WordPress expands the possibilities by performing 
all of the heavy lifting. 

What the Internet needs more of, and what people want, is 
meaningful content. The framework laid out by WordPress allows us 
to move forward and create that content. So I’ll end with this: There 
are plenty of outlets for link sharing and repeating the thoughts of 
others. Don’t do this… Create and contribute!

Snoop Dogg: www.snoopdogg.com - Created with WordPress

Whether you are setting up a web presence for a landscaper, a 
contractor, a group of hobbyists, or for your personal interests, 
remember that there are many others. Countless others! Any website 
worth the e"ort required to create it is equally worth the e"ort to 
maintain it. It’s the ongoing updating that keeps readers coming 
back. While quality is important, it’s the content that keeps readers 
coming. Case in point: The Drudge Report. Love it or hate it, one 
cannot deny it’s popularity. It’s simplicity has become legendary. 
People don’t visit Matt Drudge’s simple page (sometimes dozens of 
times a day) for its beauty. They visit for the content.

(Of course, you and I are not Matt Drudge. We want our pages to 
have both current, great content, as well as an elegant, attractive 
appearance.)

www.snoopdogg.com
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Additional Recommended 
Reading (Just For Fun)
20 Years of a Free, Open Web: http://info.cern.ch/
Tim Berners-Lee: http://www.w3.org/People/Berners-Lee/
History of Blogging: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_blogging
Lynx Web Browser: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lynx_(web_browser)

Links
Akismet: http://akismet.com/
A List Apart: Responsive Web Design: 
http://alistapart.com/article/responsive-web-design
Automattic: http://automattic.com/ (the makes of WordPress)
WordPress.org: http://wordpress.org/
WordPress.com: http://wordpress.com/
WordPress Showcase: http://wordpress.org/showcase/
cPanel: https://cpanel.net/
MySQL: https://www.mysql.com/
PHP: http://php.net/
Softaculous: http://www.softaculous.com/
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